
S H O C K C O R D  B A L L 
TIES Lashing equipment to your 
boat is quick and easy with this 
handy tie-down. Dozens of uses.
370 Each      

KAYAK COVERS  Protect your kayak from the effects of the weather, UV rays, dirt, leaves and birds. We have chosen four sizes to fit 
the entire line of Hobie Kayaks. These covers are easy to install or remove, fits over the hull (like a fitted sheet on a mattress). Straps and 
pull string adjust for a tight fit. Cross straps secure the cover on your hull for windy conditions. Heavy duty UV resistant canvas material 
in a neutral color for better aging. These covers fit over the hull when upright or upside down. To help prevent distortions to the hull 
bottom shape, Hobie recommends that our kayak hulls be stored upside down resting on the cockpit rails. This is also best for deflecting 
rainwater and prevents water pooling in the cockpit or on the cover. When planning to store a hull upright, be sure to properly support the 
hull bottom to prevent hull distortions. 

TALIC SEAHORSE RACK Portable storage for kayaks under 
100 lbs. Made of corrosion resistant anodized aluminum. Can be 
used indoors or out. Raises your kayak up to accessible height for 
outfitting accessories, cleaning or just keeping it off the garage floor.  
Collapsible for storage.
72088001  31” Talic SeaHorse Rack    

72050  KAYAK COVER / 9’-12’   
  (LANAI, MAUI, SPORT, KONA-TIGHT)

72051  KAYAK COVER / 12’-15’  
   (KONA [LOOSE], PURSUIT, MIRAGE CLASSIC, TANDEM / OASIS, 
   OUTFITTER, QUEST, OUTBACK, REVOLUTION, PRO ANGLER)

72052  KAYAK COVER / 14’-16’  
   (ADVENTURE, TANDEM/OASIS, ODYSSEY)

72053 KAYAK COVER / 14’-16’6"*  
  (*ADVENTURE ISLAND-FOLDED)

COVERS
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MIRAGEDRIVE STOw BAG
Protect your MirageDrive... and other goods in your car from the drive! 

This heavy duty Cordura and mesh bag fits the complete MirageDrive with standard 
fins or the ST Turbo length. It has small pockets inside for the speedo tube, scupper plugs or 
spare parts. Has a carry handle and a shoulder carry strap.  There is extra space in the bag for 
things like a life vest or drive well plug.   Revised bag design is longer to better accommodate 
ST Turbo fins. Also includes "D" ring fittings to allow attachment to Inflatable rolling bags. Large 
enough to store your Inflatable's drive, pump and 4 piece paddle.
80024  MIRAGE DRIVE BAG       



GUSSETED STOw 
BAG  O u r  6 ”  b y  1 2 ” 

gusseted tramp bag rises to the 
occasion. It has hooks on both ends 

to clip to your boat and carries the Hobie 
logo.  Also available in 8” x 12” size. Securely 

stow tool, gloves or small parts for easy access on 
board your kayak. 

72000B 6”x12” GUSSETED TRAMP BAG   
72005B 8”x12” GUSSETED TRAMP BAG  

HOBIE BACK PACK Carry your gear with pride!  The Hobie 
Back Pack can fit a bunch of your gear or EVEN books if it has to.  
3 zippered compartments. Padded back support and straps.  Waist 
strap and shoulder strap / chest buckle.   
80000B Back Pack      
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HOBIE 
ROLLInG DUFFEL 
BAG  Huge, large enough for all 
of your clothes, sailing gear and then some. This 
heavy-duty nylon Cordura® bag has a parallel dual zipper top 
opening that allows plenty of space to stuff things into it.  Separate compartment on 
one end is vented for anything that’s wet and a side pocket. Rollers on one end help 
you get there fast without having to carry the bag. Hard bottom and rubber skids to 
reduce wear. Telescoping handle. 32” x 12” x 14”. Colors may vary.   
80000R   HOBIE ROLLING DUFFEL   

Telescoping handle. 32” x 12” x 14”.  
Retracts into zippered pocket.

Separate zippered compartment 
on one end is vented.

80038  HOBIE COOLER  - GOLD  
80039  COOLER  - BLUE (no logo)  

DECK COnSOLE BAG This bag can attach to your kayak bow or 
stern deck area.  Easy on-deck access to stored tools, gloves, camera 
gear or anything you want to place in the console. Includes inner zippered 
mesh pocket and water bottle. Hard shell keeps the bag shape ridgid. 4 
adjustable straps with hooks can attach to deck eyes.  15"x12"x4"
72030 DECK COLSOLE BAG       


